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Electric Motor Drives: Modeling Analysis And Control-Krishnan
Switched Reluctance Motor Drives-R. Krishnan 2001-06-28 The switched reluctance machine (SRM) is the least expensive electrical machine to produce, yet one of the most reliable. As such, research has blossomed during the last decade, and the SRM and variable drive systems using SRMs are receiving considerable attention from industry. Because they require a power electronic converter and controller to function, however, successful realization of an SRM variable drive system demands an understanding of the converter and controller as well as the integration within the machine. Switched Reluctance Motor Drives provides that understanding. It presents a unified view of the machine and its drive system from all of its system and subsystem aspects. With a careful balance of theory and implementation, the author develops the analysis and design of SRMs from its first principles, introduces a wide variety of power converters available for driving the SRM, and systematically presents both low- and high-performance controllers. The book includes an in-depth study of acoustic noise and its minimization along with application examples that include comparisons between ac and dc drives and SRM drive. The result is the first book that provides a state-of-the-art knowledge of SRMs, power converters, and their use with both sensor-based and sensorless controllers. Switched Reluctance Motor Drives enables both students and engineers to learn all aspects of SRM drive systems and appreciate the interdependence of the various subsystems in performance optimization.

Switched Reluctance Motor Drives-Berker Bilgin 2019-04-29 Electric motors are the largest consumer of electric energy and they play a critical role in the growing market for electricity. Due to their simple construction, switched reluctance motors (SRMs) are exceptionally attractive for the industry to respond to the increasing demand for high-efficiency, high-performance, and low-cost electric motors with a more secure supply chain. Switched Reluctance Motor Drives: Fundamentals to Applications is a comprehensive textbook covering the major aspects of switched reluctance motor drives. It presents the fundamentals of switched reluctance motors (SRMs) in the industrial, residential, commercial, and transportation sectors. It explains the theory behind the operation of switched reluctance motors and provides models to analyze them. The book extensively concentrates on the fundamentals and applications of SRM design and covers various design details, such as materials, mechanical construction, and controls. Acoustic noise and vibration are also well-covered in switched reluctance motors, but this can be reduced significantly through a multidisciplinary approach. These methodologies are explained in two chapters of the book. The first covers the fundamentals of acoustic noise and vibration so readers have the necessary tools to analyze the problems and explains the surface waves, spring-mass models, forcing harmonics, and mode shapes that are utilized in modeling and analyzing acoustic noise and vibration. The second applies these fundamentals to switched reluctance motors and provides examples for determining the sources of any acoustic noise in switched reluctance motors. In the final chapter two SRM designs are presented and proposed as replacements for permanent magnet machines in a residential HVAC application and a hybrid-electric propulsion application. It also shows a high-power and compact converter design for SRM drives. Features: Comprehensive coverage of switched reluctance motor drives from fundamental principles to design, operation, and applications A specific chapter on electric motor usage in industrial, residential, commercial, and transportation applications to address the benefits of switched reluctance machines Two chapters add new discussion on acoustic noise Complete new chapters on winding functions and machine design that add a significant dimension not found in any other text A new formulation of machine equations for improving analysis and modeling of machines coupled to power electronic circuits Simplified techniques throughout, from the derivation of torque.
equations and synchronous machine analysis to the analysis of unbalanced operation. A unique generalized approach to machine parameters. Identification and experimental source for engineers, cutting-edge techniques for machine analysis. Analysis of Electric Machinery and Drive Systems is also a highly useful guide for students in the field.

Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical Machines, Power Electronics and Drives-Dr. Marius Rosu 2017-11-20 Presents theory and advanced simulation techniques for electric machines and drives. This book combines the expertise of experts in the software industry to present theories of multiphysics simulation by design for electrical machines, power electronics, and drives. The comprehensive design approach described within supports new applications required by technologies sustaining high drive efficiency. The highlighted framework considers the electrical performance at the beginning of drive systems. The book also emphasizes the simulation by design concept—a concept that frames the entire highlighted design methodology, which is described and illustrated by various advanced simulation technologies.

Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical Machines, Power Electronics and Drives begins with the basics of electrical machine design and manufacturing tolerances. It also discusses fundamental aspects of the state of the art design process and includes examples from industrial practice. It explains FEM-based analysis techniques for electrical machine design—providing details on how it can be employed in ANSYS Maxwell software. In addition, the book covers advanced magnetic material modeling capabilities employed in numerical computation, thermal analysis, automated optimization for speed control, and more. The book is intended to be a valuable resource for engineers, application and system designers, and technical professionals. It will also benefit graduate engineering students with a strong interest in electric machines and drives.

Electric Vehicle Machines and Drives: Design, Analysis and Application-K. T. Chau 2011-08-24 It provides a comprehensive overview of electric machine design optimization and its integration with power electronics and drives incorporates case studies from industrial practice and research and development projects. Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electric Machines, Power Electronics and Drives is an incredibly helpful book for design engineers, application and system designers, and technical professionals. It will also benefit graduate engineering students with a strong interest in electric machines and drives.

Electric Vehicle Machines and Drives: Design, Analysis and Application-K. T. Chau 2011-08-24 It provides a comprehensive overview of electric machine design optimization and its integration with power electronics and drives incorporates case studies from industrial practice and research and development projects. Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electric Machines, Power Electronics and Drives is an incredibly helpful book for design engineers, application and system designers, and technical professionals. It will also benefit graduate engineering students with a strong interest in electric machines and drives.

Electric Motors and Drives-Austin Hughes 2013-10-22 Electric Motors and Drives: Fundamentals, Types and Applications provides information regarding the inner workings of motor and drive systems. The book comprises of nine chapters and cover several types of motor and drive systems. Chapter 1 discusses electric motors, and Chapter 2 deals with power electronic converters for motor drives. Chapter 3 covers the conventional d.c. motors, while Chapter 4 tackles induction motors—the corresponding machine systems for hybrid propulsion cover the existing types, namely the integrated starter generator and planetary geared electric variable transmission systems, and the advanced types, namely the double-rotor electric variable transmission and magnetic geared electric variable transmission systems. Emphasis is given to the design criteria, performance analysis, and application examples or potentials of various motor drives and machine systems.

Electric Motors and Drives-Shaahin Filizadeh 2013-02-20 Electric machines have a ubiquitous presence in our modern daily lives, from the generators that supply us with electricity to motorized applications. Providing a balanced treatment of the subject, Electric Motors and Drives: Principles, Control, Modeling, and Simulation takes a ground-up approach that emphasizes fundamental principles. The author carefully deploys physical insight, mathematical rigor, and computer simulations to the design and analysis of electric machines and drives systems. Detailing the fundamental principles that govern electric machines and drives systems, this book: Describes the laws of induction and interaction and demonstrates their fundamental roles with numerous examples Explores d.c. machines and their principles of operation. Discusses a simple dynamic model used to develop speed and torque control strategies. Provides models for the base and base driving control for induction machines, highlighting the underlying physics of the machine. Includes coverage of modeling and high performance control of permanent magnet synchronous machines. Highlights the elements of power electronics used in electric drive systems. Examinations simulation-based optimal design and numerical simulation of dynamical systems Suitable for a one semester class at the senior undergraduate or graduate level, the text supplies simulation cases that can be used as a base and can be supplemented through simulation assignment and small programming projects. This chapter problems designed to pick up on the points presented in chapters and develop them further or introduce additional aspects. The book provides an understanding of the fundamental laws of physics upon which electric machines operate, allowing students to master the mathematical skills required for their modern and analysis needs.

High Performance AC Drives—Shaahin Filizadeh 2010-09-08 Variable speed is one of the important requirements in most of the electric drives. Earlier dc motors were the only drives that were used in industries requiring - eration over a wide range of speed with step less variation, or requiring fine ac-

...
sensorless control, predictive control, direct torque control, speed control technologies, which offer improvements to process and speed control, motors, permanent magnet motors, and synchronous reluctance motors digital signal processing technologies and energy efficient algorithms, ac...
electric drives. Magnetic Material for Motor Drive Systems-Keisuke Fuyasiku 2019-11-29 This book focuses on how to use magnetic material useful for electrical motor drive system, especially electrical vehicles and power electronics. The contents have been selected in such a way that engineers in other fields might find some of the ideas difficult to grasp, but they can easily acquire a general or basic understanding of related concepts if they acquire even a rudimentary understanding of the selected contents. The cutting-edge technologies of tomorrow are also explored, and the fundamental theory of magnetism to material, equipment, and applications, readers can understand the underlying concepts. Therefore, a new electric vehicle from the point of view of magnetic materials or a new magnetic material from the point of view of electric vehicles can be envisioned; that is, magnetic material for motors, based on the electromagnetic field. Magnetic material alone does not make up an electric vehicle, of course. Other components such as mechanical structure material, semiconductors, fuel cells, and electrically conductive material are important, and they are difficult to achieve. However, magnetic material involves one of the most important key technologies, and there are high expectations for its use in the future. It will be the future standard for motor-drive system researchers and of magneticmaterial researchers as well. This book is a first step in that direction.

Hybrid Electric Vehicle System Modeling and Control-Wei Liu 2017-04-17 Revised edition of: Introduction to hybrid vehicle system modeling and control. Noise of Polyphase Electric Motors-Jacek F. Gieras 2018-10-03 Controlling the level of noise in electrical motors is critical to overall system performance. However, predicting noise of an electrical motor is more difficult and less accurate than for other characteristics such as torque-speed. Recent advances have produced powerful computational methods for noise prediction, and Noise of Polyphase Electric Motors is the first book to collate these methods and algorithms and to present them as sources of noise prediction for permanent magnet (PM) synchronous motors. Complete coverage of all aspects of electromagnetic, structural, and vibro-acoustic noise makes this a uniquely comprehensive reference. The authors begin with the basic principles of noise generation and radiation, magnetic field and radial forces, torque pulsations, acoustic calculations, as well as noise and vibration of mechanical and acoustic origin. Moving to applications, the book examines in detail stator system vibration analysis including the use of finite element method (FEM) modal analysis; FEM for radial pressure and structural modeling; boundary element methods (BEM) for acoustic radiation; statistical energy analysis (SEA), instrumentation including technologies, procedures, and standards; and both passive and active methods for control of noise and vibration. Noise of Polyphase Electric Motors gathers the fundamental concepts along with all of the analytical, numerical, and statistical methods into a unified reference. It supplies all of the tools necessary to improve the noise performance of electrical motors at the design stage.

Modeling and Control of AC Machine using MATLAB®/SIMULINK-Mourad Rouafedene 2018-12-20 This book introduces electrical machine modeling and control for electrical engineering and science to graduate, undergraduate students as well as researchers, who are working on modeling and control of electrical machines. It targets electrical engineering students who have no time to solve the mathematical equations for electrical machines in particular induction machine (IM) and doubly fed induction machines (DFIM). The main focus is on the application of field oriented control technique to induction motor (IM) and doubly fed induction motor (DFIM) in details, and since the induction motors have many drawbacks using this technique, therefore, the application of a nonlinear control technique (feedback linearization) is applied to a reduced order model of DFIM to enhance the performance of doubly fed induction motor. Features Serves as text book for electrical motor modeling, simulation and control; especially modeling of induction motor and doubly fed induction motor using different frame of references. Vector control (field oriented control) is given in more detailed, and is applied to induction motor. A nonlinear control technique is applied to a reduced order induction motor associated with a linear observer to estimate the unmeasured load torque, which is used to enhance the performance of the vector control to doubly fed induction motor. Access to the full MATLAB/SIMULINK blocks for simulation and control.

Introduction to Hybrid Electric Vehicle System Modeling and Control-Wei Liu 2013-02-08 This is an engineering reference book on hybrid vehiclessystem analysis and design, an outgrowth of the author’s substantial work in research, development and production at the National Research Council Canada, Arizona Dynamics and now General Motors. It is an irreplaceable tool for helpingengineers develop algorithms and gain a thorough understanding of hybrid vehicle modeling. This book covers all the tools of hybrid vehicle modeling, control, simulation, performance analysis, and preliminary design. It not only systematically provides the basic knowledge of hybrid vehicle system configuration and main components, but also details their characteristics and mathematics models. Provides valuable technical expertise necessary for building hybrid vehicle system and analyzing performance viability, fuel economy and emissions. Built from the author’s industry experience at major vehicle companies including General Motors and Azure Dynamics Inc. Offers algorithm implementations and figures/examples extracted from actual practice systems Suitable for a training course on hybrid vehicle system development with supplemental materials An essential resource enabling hybrid vehicle development and design engineers to understand the hybrid vehicle systems necessary for development of design and development Electric Drives-Vedam Subrahmanyam 1996 Electric motors are widely used in both industrial equipment and consumer products, but motors are only one component in systems called drives. This text provides information on both conventional as well as converter-based drives, and discusses the closed loop control and dynamics of drives. Control of Induction Motor: Theory and Practice-Angelo Taniwadowski 2001 This is a reference source for practitioners specializing in electric power engineering and industrial electronics. It begins with the basic dynamic models of induction motors and progresses to low- and high-performance drive systems. MATLAB-Kelly Bennett 2014-09-08 MATLAB® is an indispensable asset for students, researchers, engineers, and educators. The richness of the MATLAB computational environment combined with an integrated development environment (IDE) and straightforward interface, toolkits, and simulation and modeling capabilities, creates a research and development tool that has no equal. From quick code prototyping to full blown deployable applications, MATLAB stands as a de facto development language and environment serving a wide range of users. As a collection of diverse applications, each book chapter presents a novel application and use of MATLAB for a specific result.

Sliding Mode Control for Synchronous Electric Drives-Sergey E. Ryvkin 2011-11-21 This volume presents the theory of control systems with sliding mode applied to electrical motors and power converters. It demonstrates the methodology of control design and the oriented sliding mode observation. Practically all semiconductor devices are used in power converters, that feed electrical motors, as power switches. A switch New Applications of Electric Drives-Miroslav Chomat 2015-12-09 In the last few decades, electric drives have found their place in a considerable number of diverse applications. They are successfully replacing some other traditional types of drives owing to their better performance and excellent controllability. The introduction of electric drives is in most cases also beneficial from the ecological point of view as they are not directly dependent on fossil fuels and an increasing part of electric energy they consume is generated in renewable energy sources. This book focuses on applications of electric drives, especially of electric vehicles, and the important aspects that appear in them. Particular attention is given to using electric drives in vehicles, aircraft, non-road mobile machinery, and HVAC systems. Electric Machines for Smart Grids Applications-Adel El-Shahat 2018-12-12 In this book, highly qualified scientists present their recent research motivated by the importance of electric machines. It addresses advanced studies on high-speed machine design that are suitable for applications in electric motors being used in daily life, in everything from transportation and medical treatment to military operation and communication, unexpected failures can lead to the loss of valuable human life or a costly standstill in industry. To prevent this, it is important to precisely detect or continuously monitor the working condition of a motor. Electric Machines: Modeling, Condition Monitoring, and Fault Diagnosis reviews diagnosis technologies and provides an application example of doubly fed induction machines. Topics include diagnosis by observer using the bond graph approach, a DC motor simulator based on virtual instrumentation, startup of a direct torque controlled system for the speed of a DC motor using LabVIEW, advanced control of the permanent magnet synchronous motor and optimization of fuzzy logic controllers by particle swarm optimization to increase the lifetime in power electronic stages. Electric Machines-Hamid A. Toliyat 2016-04-19 With countless electric motors being used in daily life, in everything from transportation and medical treatment to military operation and communication, unexpected failures can lead to the loss of valuable human life or a costly standstill in industry. To prevent this, it is important to precisely detect or continuously monitor the working condition of a motor. Electric Machines: Modeling, Condition Monitoring, and Fault Diagnosis reviews diagnosis technologies and provides an application example of doubly fed induction machines. Topics include diagnosis by observer using the bond graph approach, a DC motor simulator based on virtual instrumentation, startup of a direct torque controlled system for the speed of a DC motor using LabVIEW, advanced control of the permanent magnet synchronous motor and optimization of fuzzy logic controllers by particle swarm optimization to increase the lifetime in power electronic stages. Electric Machines-Hamid A. Toliyat 2016-04-19 With countless electric motors being used in daily life, in everything from transportation and medical treatment to military operation and communication, unexpected failures can lead to the loss of valuable human life or a costly standstill in industry. To prevent this, it is important to precisely detect or continuously monitor the working condition of a motor. Electric Machines: Modeling, Condition Monitoring, and Fault Diagnosis reviews diagnosis technologies and provides an application example of doubly fed induction machines. Topics include diagnosis by observer using the bond graph approach, a DC motor simulator based on virtual instrumentation, startup of a direct torque controlled system for the speed of a DC motor using LabVIEW, advanced control of the permanent magnet synchronous motor and optimization of fuzzy logic controllers by particle swarm optimization to increase the lifetime in power electronic stages. Electric Machines-Hamid A. Toliyat 2016-04-19 With countless electric motors being used in daily life, in everything from transportation and medical treatment to military operation and communication, unexpected failures can lead to the loss of valuable human life or a costly standstill in industry. To prevent this, it is important to precisely detect or continuously monitor the working condition of a motor. Electric Machines: Modeling, Condition Monitoring, and Fault Diagnosis reviews diagnosis technologies and provides an application example of doubly fed induction machines. Topics include diagnosis by observer using the bond graph approach, a DC motor simulator based on virtual instrumentation, startup of a direct torque controlled system for the speed of a DC motor using LabVIEW, advanced control of the permanent magnet synchronous motor and optimization of fuzzy logic controllers by particle swarm optimization to increase the lifetime in power electronic stages. Electric Machines-Hamid A. Toliyat 2016-04-19 With countless electric motors being used in daily life, in everything from transportation and medical treatment to military operation and communication, unexpected failures can lead to the loss of valuable human life or a costly standstill in industry. To prevent this, it is important to precisely detect or continuously monitor the working condition of a motor. Electric Machines: Modeling, Condition Monitoring, and Fault Diagnosis reviews diagnosis technologies and provides an application example of doubly fed induction machines. Topics include diagnosis by observer using the bond graph approach, a DC motor simulator based on virtual instrumentation, startup of a direct torque controlled system for the speed of a DC motor using LabVIEW, advanced control of the permanent magnet synchronous motor and optimization of fuzzy logic controllers by particle swarm optimization to increase the lifetime in power electronic stages. Electric Machines-Hamid A. Toliyat 2016-04-19 With countless electric motors being used in daily life, in everything from transportation and medical treatment to military operation and communication, unexpected failures can lead to the loss of valuable human life or a costly standstill in industry. To prevent this, it is important to precisely detect or continuously monitor the working condition of a motor. Electric Machines: Modeling, Condition Monitoring, and Fault Diagnosis reviews diagnosis technologies and provides an application example of doubly fed induction machines. Topics include diagnosis by observer using the bond graph approach, a DC motor simulator based on virtual instrumentation, startup of a direct torque controlled system for the speed of a DC motor using LabVIEW, advanced control of the permanent magnet synchronous motor and optimization of fuzzy logic controllers by particle swarm optimization to increase the lifetime in power electronic stages.
Part 4 is used in the specialized master on electrical energy. The chapter on transformers is included as an introduction to induction and synchronous machines, their electromagnetics and equivalent circuits. The problems presented in the book are widely illustrated by practical one concerning modern electrical drives in a broad sense, including electromechanical energy conversion, induction motor drives, brushless DC drives with a permanent magnet excitation and switched reluctance machines (SRMs). And of course their control, which means shaping of their trajectories of motion using modern tools, their designed autonomy in keeping a track according to our programmed expectations. The problems presented in the book are widely illustrated by characteristics, trajectories, dynamic courses all computed with use of developed simulation models throughout the book. There are some classical subjects and the history of the discipline is discussed but finally all modern tools and means are presented and applied. More detailed descriptions follow in abstracts for the particular chapters. The author hopes kind readers will enjoy and profit from reading this book.